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In a nutshell what is the difference between QA and QC?

Name five stages of the production process that a QA system may check?

How are quality control checks carried out? 

What are the 3 levels of inspection? 

Explain the two different types of testing and give an example of each.  
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What exactly is quality?

For a designer or manufacturer what exactly does this mean? 

•Fitness for purpose 

•Ability to satisfy a need

•Fully functional products 

•Free from defects 
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Quality Assurance systems are:  

Research and Feasibility study 
Design 
Development 
Manufacture 
Testing - Product in use 
Customer satisfaction 

Planned activities to monitor the quality 
of a product throughout the design process...  

Quality Assurance checks the systems that make the products –
before, during and after manufacture 

When is that? 
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What does a Quality Assurance systems check: 

Regulation of raw materials 

Quality Assurance checks the systems that make the products –
before, during and after manufacture 

Staff training 

Finishing processes 

Quality of components

Quality of product assembly 

Management systems 

Customer satisfaction 

Quality of Testing 

Customer support 
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Quality Assurance systems for a 
company producing semi-conductors

So what are semi conductors?   

A material that conducts electricity 
more easily than a conductor 
and less easily than an insulator

Most common contain silicon    
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This product was not a great 
success – why? 

What was wrong with the 
QA system? 

What other products can you 
name that were not successful?
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What is quality control then? 
How is this different? 

•This is a part of the QA process 

•It involves inspection and testing of the product 
during or immediately after production 

•Practical means of achieving QA by testing and inspection 

•Monitoring of accuracy in relation to spec points at critical points during manufacture

•Ensures identical parts within tolerances 

•Sets a standard to all products – ensuring reliability and customer confidence 
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When/Where do you find it? 

2. Testing and inspection of the product after production 

1. In a production line it may occur:  

•During manufacture 
•During assembly 
•During finishing 
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How are we checking these parts, what exactly 
are we checking for? 

What is a tolerance? 

•Checking that products have been produced 
within a specific tolerance 

•An acceptable amount by which a product’s 
Size can differ from the specification  

Consider this bottle....

What do you think the tolerance of the 
diameter of a water bottle might be? 

Diameter of 54mm

Tolerance of +/- 0.8mm 

Acceptable diameters may range from: 

53.2mm – 54.8mm
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To check for Quality products are inspected, 

There are 3 main levels of inspection: 

•Normal inspection – using a sampling plan  

•100% inspection – all are tested  

•Reduced inspection – using a sampling plan but using smaller sample sizes where the 
level of quality is sufficiently good 
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What is quality checked with? – 2 main methods  

•Manual methods 
•CAQC

Electric bicycle engine 
testing in China 

Lasers checking measurements –
check weld integrity on chassis  
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Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) 

CMM using laser scanning 

•Moves a probe over a product 

•Measure tolerances up to 0.0025mm 

•Check size and position

•Create a 3D CAD model 
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Often manufactured from chipboard 

What QC checks would occur during the 
products manufacture? 
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From October 2009 –
January 2010 

Toyota, the world’s 
largest car maker, 
recalled 8 million in the 
US alone. The problem 
with many of them being 
a faulty accelerator 
pedal.    

Is this a quality control problem or a problem with their quality assurance 
system?    
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Total quality management or TQM is an 
integrative philosophy of management for 
continuously improving the quality of 
products and processes.   

Total quality management has evolved 
from the quality assurance methods that 
were first developed around the time of the 
First World War
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TQM can be defined as the management of initiatives and procedures that are aimed at achieving the 
delivery of quality products and services. A number of key principles can be identified in defining TQM, 
including:

Principles of TQM 
•Executive Management – Top management should act as the main driver for TQM and create an 
environment that ensures its success.
•Training – Employees should receive regular training on the methods and concepts of quality.
•Customer Focus – Improvements in quality should improve customer satisfaction.
•Decision Making – Quality decisions should be made based on measurements.
•Methodology and Tools – Use of appropriate methodology and tools ensures that non-conformances 
are identified, measured and responded to consistently.
•Continuous Improvement – Companies should continuously work towards improving manufacturing 
and quality procedures.
•Company Culture – The culture of the company should aim at developing employees ability to work 
together to improve quality.
•Employee Involvement – Employees should be encouraged to be pro-active in identifying and 
addressing quality related problems.
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A system used to ensure continuing improvement for the complete life cycle of the 
product 

Features of a TQM system 

•Computer aided systems are used at all levels therefore improving manufacturing 
quality 

•‘Thinking tools’ are equally important as physical tools – they are purpose driven 
‘long term’ 

•Applying QA at every stage of design/development/manufacture to achieve 
BSI/CE

•Emphasises contribution of all components within a company 

•Emphasises constant measures and statistical techniques 

•Involves a customer services dept to gather and respond to customer feedback 



The American quality expert, Phil Crosby, wrote that many companies chose to pay for the poor quality in what he referred to as the “Price 
of Nonconformance”. The costs are identified in the Prevention, Appraisal, Failure (PAF) Model.

Prevention costs are associated with the design, implementation and maintenance of the TQM system. They are planned and incurred
before actual operation, and can include:
•Product Requirements – The setting specifications for incoming materials, processes, finished products/services. 

Appraisal costs are associated with the vendors and customers evaluation of purchased materials and services to ensure they are within 
specification. They can include:
•Verification – Inspection of incoming material against agreed upon specifications.

Failure costs can be split into those resulting from internal and external failure. Internal failure costs occur when results fail to reach quality 
standards and are detected before they are shipped to the customer. These can include:
•Waste – Unnecessary work or holding stocks as a result of errors, poor organization or communication.

External failure costs occur when the products or services fail to reach quality standards, but are not detected until after the customer 
receives the item. These can include:
•Repairs – Servicing of returned products or at the customer site.
•Warranty Claims – Items are replaced or services re-performed under warranty.
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The Cost Of TQM
Many companies believe that the costs of the introduction of TQM are far greater than the benefits it will 
produce. However research across a number of industries has costs involved in doing nothing, i.e. the direct 
and indirect costs of quality problems, are far greater than the costs of implementing TQM.
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•Signifies the product is safe and reliable 
•Shows the design has been independently tested by BSI 
•Recognised mark of quality 

British Standards 

The BSI Kitemark certification 

"British Standards" means formal consensus standards which are based 
on the principles of standardisation recognised inter alia in European 
standardisation policy.
Examples of British Standards 

BS 5950 for structural steel
BS 6312 for telephone plugs and sockets
BS 6651 code of practice for protection of structures against lightning

The Kitemark can be used to indicate certification by BSI, but only where 
a Kitemark scheme has been set up around a particular standard. 

It is mainly applicable to safety and quality management standards. There is a 
common misunderstanding that Kitemarks are necessary to prove compliance 
with any BS standard, but in general it is neither desirable nor possible that 
every standard be 'policed' in this way.
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Testing a products performance. Usually in laboratory conditions. Why?   

2 main types:  

• Non-destructive testing 

• Destructive testing
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Testing a products performance. Usually in laboratory conditions. Why?   

2 main types:  

• Non-destructive testing 

Non-destructive testing (failure testing) – a product is tested until it fails

1. surface  2. within 
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Testing a products performance. Usually in laboratory conditions. Why?   

2 main types:  

• Destructive testing

Destructive testing – a product is destroyed 
under controlled conditions to gather data

e.g. Euro New Car Assessment Programme 
(NCAP)     
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PDCA approach
The PDCA approach is a four step active plan to continually improve a product or 
service. These four steps include:
Plan – plan out all your intentions and establish objectives processes necessary to 
achieve the desired result.
Do – Implement and act on the plan made.
Check – Monitor and evaluate the results of the processes and compare these to the 
predetermined objectives.
Act – act on this feedback and improve the system to produce better results for better 
quality.


